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Products designer specialist,
8 years of experience in the
financial industry.

Director of Data Science @
Keewee, Head of NLP,
Algorithms R&D @ Wochit

IDF cyber unit commander, Co-
Founder @ Algotec, Senior
architect @ Checkpoint

Full Stack developer with
12+ years of experience

2KEY
SYMBOL

ERC20
PLATFORM

1B
TOTAL TOKEN SUPPLY

0.095 USD
TOKEN PRICE

$10M
HARD CAP

Visit    www.2key.network

Token Allocation

21% Economy Kickstart (15% Token sale, 1%Bounties, 
5% Liquidation supply)

40% Long-term reserves (Locked for a minimum of 1-3 years)

20% Community active participation rewards & economy scaling
(2% per year over 10 years)

12%

7%

Team (Vesting quaterly over 2 years with 6-month lockup)

Advisors, partners & early contributors

ReferrersLink Creator Converters

Linked to Success

Anyone can easily create a 2key 
link, define goals, and incentiv-
ize people to share the link with 
the right audience. Payment 
only occurs after the goal is 
achieved. 2key allows for great-
er, more accurate distribution at 
lower costs.

The people making use of the 
products also benefit from the 
2key link, enjoying lower prices 
and ultra-relevat offers from 
people they trust.

2key rewards everyone that 
passed a link which ultimately 
reached a converter, redistribut-
ing the wealth that otherwise 
would go to centralized net-
works.

2key links contain rewards for those sharing them,
unlocked each time a conversion is made.

Smart Link Store of Value

Reputation EconomyMulti-step tracking

2key Protocol

2key fuses Smart Contracts with HTTP links, 
bridging web 3.0 and web 2.0.

Off-chain, pure p2p with zero transaction costs, 
2key’s protocol turns web browsers into 
decentralized nodes, automatically tracking and 
rewarding each person along the chains of sharing.

Users gain reputation points for sharing and
converting in 2key campaigns, or lose them
for spamming.

Revolutionizing word-of-mouth by infusing smart
contracts & multi-step-tracking into web links

Re-Inventing the Link

Networks of Trust

2key’s technology places an entire referral
campaign in a regular HTTP link, tracking the
people paying it forward and automatically
rewarding them when a conversion happens.

Our vision is to ensure that true information reaches
the right people as efficiently as possible.

P A R T N E R S

Nimrod Lehavi
Co-Founder & CEO @ Simplex

Sebastian Stupurac
Co-Founder @ Wings
Foundation

Dr. Roey Tzezana

Guy Zyskind
Founder & CEO @ Enigma

A D V I S O R Y

T E A M

Intl. published futurist,
crypto author and lecturer.
Disruptive tech analysis.

Email   hello@2key.network
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